Abstract: This study examines two literary worlds fashioned by epic authors Machado de Assis and Henry James. In the novels Esaú e Jacó (1904) and The Ambassadors (1903), the writers explore the theme of ambassadorship. In these two texts, key characters act as emissaries. Councilor Aires, Lambert Strether, and Sarah Pocock discover that ambassadorial service brings with it many complications. Each of them fulfills his or her mission in a particular way and does so with differing motives. For these three individuals, access to and interpretation of information becomes decisive in fulfilling their respective commissions. This information circulates in distinct ways, yet the ability to access and understand the information depends on each ambassador's social and cultural "capital", as can be seen in the theories of Pierre Bourdieu. 
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and often come away with unexpected insights and knowledge. The Ambassadors also showcases his "late style", frequently critiqued as being dense and more difficult to follow than earlier works, such as Portrait of a Lady (1881).
Esaú e Jacó (1904) tells the story of a well-to-do Rio de Janeiro family in the latter half of the nineteenth-century, consisting of Santos and Natividade, and their identical twin sons, Paulo and Pedro. Despite their bond, like their biblical namesakes the brothers develop an adversarial relationship. They also hold opposing political views:
Pedro supports the continuance of Brazilian monarchism, and Paulo, the advent of republicanism. Concerned over her sons' growing mutual enmity, Natividade seeks assistance not from her husband, but from her astute old friend and admirer, conselheiro
Aires, a retired diplomat. She tells him intimate family details and invites Aires into the familial circle. He essentially replaces the twins' father, basing this move on the supposition that he is indeed "melho [r] 
do que [o] verdadeir[o]" (better than the real [father]).
2 Natividade essentially deputizes the seasoned diplomat, now living in Rio, and asks him to intervene to keep the family peace. Aires assents to her plea, yet his subsequent actions beg the question of whose interests he really represents.
In contrast to Machado's tale of a world-weary diplomat, James's The Ambassadors (1903) presents Lambert Strether, in many ways conselheiro Aires's
opposite. An intelligent, sensitive individual of limited means and often-quashed hopes,
Strether receives a commission from his redoubtable patron (and fiancée) Mrs. Newsome.
He must go to France and "rescue" her grown son Chad from the wiles of Parisian life (including a romantic entanglement with the lovely Madame de Vionnet) and bring the heir home to the family business in Woollett, Massachusetts. 3 Strether accedes to his betrothed's wishes, but finds himself caught between fidelity and reality, and fails to precisely follow her instructions. Mrs. Newsome then deploys another ambassador, her daughter, Sarah Pocock, who will presumably act exactly as her mother would.
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The ability to access and construe information proves critical for these "ambassadors" that attempt to fulfill their commissions. This information circulates in both conventional and unconventional forms, including notes and letters, presentiment and divination, and rumor and gossip. Yet each ambassador's ability to access relevant information and interpret it greatly depends on his or her cultural and social capital, in Bourdieusian terms. Cultural capital refers to intellectual wealth, whereas social capital places a high value on the use of social networks for upward mobility. Strether, Sarah
Pocock, and Aires all find themselves having to rely on such capital to obtain information. cultural capital ensures that he wields the most "symbolic capital" (prestige, honor, and recognition): unlike the other ambassadors, he is an autonomous, successful promoter of his own interests, and draws upon his strengths primarily for his own purposes.
Culture and Capital
The flow of information in the Machadian and Jamesian worlds takes on a distinct meaning when seen through the lens of Bourdieu's concept of capital, which Bourdieusian web of "mutual acquaintance and recognition" upon which he will come to rely.
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Similarly, as an ambassador Sarah Pocock, née Newsome, enters the "foreign"
Parisian world in which she has few ties. As a married woman of means and position, she lacks for nothing in the U.S. Blessed with a commanding personality-Strether feels "perhaps a little afraid of her"
17
-she comes to Paris with guns blazing. In this continental "Babylon" she does not enjoy the same influence as at home, and she refuses to draw on Strether's connections. Sarah instead relies on her wealth, her brought-along Machado de Assis em linha, Rio de Janeiro. v. 7, n. 13, p. 78-99, junho 2014 http://machadodeassis.net/revista/numero13/rev_num13_artigo06.pdf Fundação Casa de Rui Barbosa -R. São Clemente, 134, Botafogo -22260-000 -Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brasil. 88 quisesse". 38 Aires does not need to read history since he has lived it, and continues to subtly influence it.
Knowledge and the oracle
While Aires avoids reading letters, Strether gradually realizes that the flow of letters from his patron has ended. Of course, neither man feels that the written word encapsulates all information; in both Rio and Paris knowledge gained via oracles and presentiment also matters greatly. Again, having such information allows them to be "in the know," and to gain symbolic power through possessing such particulars, whether they speak to "oracles" or interpret rumor. Kohan asserts that Strether's "emerging centrality"
is "achieved not through a 'logocentric' domination of affairs but through his rigorous lack of specific knowledge and his negative realization that he knows either everything…or nothing". 39 Yet, Strether's centrality or growing importance comes not from a lack of knowledge, but rather from his increasing cultural and social capital. As this capital grows, his access to knowledge improves, and the logocentrism of his relationship with Mrs. Newsome decreases.
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Strether has known Maria Gostrey for less than twenty-four hours, but already she and he have become verbal collaborators, joined in the "remorseless analysis" of Waymarsh, Woollett, and Strether himself . . . this pair often talk in sentence fragments, extending and completing one another's thoughts as if they were not so much separate persons as parts of a single self. "They've got you," she portentously answered. "Do you mean he is--?" "They've got you," she merely repeated. Though she disclaimed the prophetic vision she was at this instant the nearest approach he had ever met to the priestess of the oracle. The light was in her eyes. "You must face it now." 44 Despite her disavowal of a prophetic gift, she nevertheless acts as a diviner.
Even without the "second sight" she divines, or reads "all the signs and omens freely scattered in the world". 45 Strether interprets her pronunciations, to his benefit. Sarah
Pocock disdains Maria's company and ignores the latter's propheticality. Strether has access to information based neither on instructions nor on rumor: she can know much, and he profits from her insight.
Conselheiro Aires also knows a great deal, although his "oracular" knowledge is at first outshined by that of "real" oracles. When Aires receives his deputation from Natividade he is likely aware of her trip long ago, upon the birth of her sons, to consult the Cabocla, a fortuneteller in Rio. Natividade sought the clairvoyant's foresight into the course of her newborn sons' lives. The mother believes in her as a "medium" through which the "god, a personal or personified agency" could speak: 46 she acts as an envoy from divinity. Yet, to ensure a "good" outcome (the narrative voice suggests) Natividade compliments the Cabloca in the latter's hearing. The Cabocla's subsequent words fill the mother with great expectations: she assures Natividade that "Seus filhos serão gloriosos!". 47 All oracles, as the narrator points out, "têm o falar dobrado", 48 but
Natividade chooses to believe that the Cabocla's predictions are weighted in her sons' favor and are genuine. After all, "Pessoas da sociedade falavam dela a sério", 49 including many of Natividade's friends. Other acquaintances, and even her husband, Santos, believe in another "oracle", the Spiritualist Plácido. The espiritista reinterprets the Cabocla's prophecies, to Santos's satisfaction. These conjectures lead to further conjecture: "These oracles stimulate speculations about the significance of the twins' antagonism and its relationship to their predicted future as 'grandes homens'". 50 At first kept quiet, these predictions eventually become common knowledge.
Although Aires believes in neither the Cabocla nor Plácido, he knows how to use the information that comes from them. In fact, he himself could be considered oracular with regard to Flora. As Peixoto argues, "Aires sees more deeply into the future of the characters than either of the 'oracles' -the peasant girl or the spiritualist Plácido -and has a keener insight into the rivalry over Flora and her hesitant nature than either the He says to her, "Toda alma livre é Imperatriz", illuminating her inner-most thoughts.
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No one else possesses such ability. His insight -like Maria's -allows him to eschew letters and fortunetellers, and to instead rely on his own perception. Those with access to oracular information, like Aires, find that presentiment and illuminations serve them well in their diplomatic roles.
Rumors and repercussions
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Cabocla's predictions, which become gossip in their retelling, political ambition and republicanism fill the city with rumor. In the chapter aptly titled "Um segredo," Flora learns from Pedro of her father's possible political promotion. She tells Aires in hopes of forestalling the promotion, which would require her family to move, but her strategy backfires. Aires utilizes the gossip to successfully accomplish his own ends. The conselheiro praises "a nossa organização política" 58 for its usefulness in taking Flora away from Paulo and Pedro, as he desires. The next day change is in the air. As Aires traverses the city he pieces together the (exaggerated) news of revolt, only to put it in its proper perspective. Whatever the political or personal situation, the diplomat uses the information he gains to accomplish his designs.
Still, the diplomat's actions beg the question: what precisely are those designs?
Critics interpret Aires differently. Peixoto explains him as follows: "Retired professionally from active life and personally uninvolved, he takes the passive role of "conselheiro". 59 Paes describes the character in Memorial de Aires, which coincides chronologically with Esaú, as demonstrating a "permanente ambiguidade de atitudes em relação aos conflitos e aos protagonistas do Memorial, ambiguidade típica da sua índole de mediador diplomático; do seu sentido de relatividade das coisas". 60 Monteiro also
